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说明

说明：
1、指定以外寸法公差±0.5以下。
2、外形寸法H=36.9，W=141.7,D=127.5(包括突起部）。
3、 2.25（8处）为支架安装位置孔， 1.75（4处）为Servo PCB安
装位置孔。
4、CL为PLAY时DISC的中心。
5、PLAY时DISC及光头座组件会在X、Y、Z方向上最大产生3mm的振动。
、

、
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SPECIFICATION FOR CL-C01FY1
（12cm Only）
1、Scope of Application
This specification applies to the CD mechanism model CL-C01FY1 (12cm Only) for car.However,
when a certain doubt arises with this specification,or an additional specification is needed,
the updating of this is determined on mutual discussion.
2、Configuration and Dimensions
See the appearance drawing.
3、General Specification
3-1

Mechanical system

3-1-1 Disc loading：Power loading method
3-1-2 Disc discharge:Soft eject method
3-1-3 Play:Disc-in-play method(in case of applying the SHINWA's standard microcmputer)
3-1-4 Antivibration:Silicon elastomer damper method
3-1-5 Driving source:3-motor-method
3-1-6 Weight:About 480g
3-2

Optical system(pickup)method

3-2-1 Semiconductor laser:Wavelength ranging from 775 to 800nm
3-2-2 Object lens:Aspherical plastics
3-2-3 Focusing:SSD(spot size detection)method
3-2-4 Tracking:3-beam method
3-2-5 Photo detector:Hologram laser
4、Electric Apparatuses
4-1

Optical pickup:

OPTIMA-725 C2

VICTOR

1unit

4-2

Spindle motor

RF-400CA

MABUCHI

1unit

4-3

Feed motor

FF-030PK

MABUCHI

1unit
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4-4

Loading motor

FF-050-1D190

FAFA

1unit

4-5

Innermost perphery detecting SW

SPPV11

ALPS

1unit

4-6

Disc detector SW

HCIR400B

HUALIAN

2unit

5、Standard Operational Condition
5-1

Operating attitude:Back and forth( -10°～+30°),and left and right（±5°）
(Assurance for operation only)

5-2

Operating temperature: -20℃～+70℃

6、Disc adopted
Disc that complies with the specification prescribed in IEC60908.(However,8cm disc cannot
be used.)
7、Standard Criteria
7-1

Ambient condition
Atmospheric temperature:In a range of +20℃±3℃
Humidity:In a range of 65%±5%
Criterion for place:Quiet room without noise.However,as long as no doubt arises with
criterion,the following condition is allowed.
Temperature:15℃～30℃,humidity：45%～85%

7-2

Mechanical control circuit:SHINWA's standard circuit,or the equivalent.

7-3

Rated voltage:DC13.2V
(Supply voltage of SHINWA's standard controller)

8、 General Performance
8-1

Structure: Prescribed parts shall be assembled and laid out in a prescribed place.

8-2

Appearance:There shall be no functionally defective or inappropriate scratch,rust,
dirtiness,and deformation.

8-3

Operational performance

8-3-1 Disc loading:When inserting a disc as far as a prescribed position,the disc shall be
loaded,and shall be smoothly chucked in the turntable.
8-3-2 Disc discharge:When the discharge button is operated,a loaded disc shall be discharged
out as far as prescribed,and be stopped there.
8-3-3 Playing:When a disc is loaded,it shall be smoothly set into the regenerative state.
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8-3-4 Tune selective action:When the tune selective button is operated,a designated tune
shall be selected,and the disc shall be smoothly set into playing state.
8-3-5 Various actions:Actions other than those described above follow as designated in the
user microcomputer specification.
8-3-6 Operating power:
Push back force:500g max(Pushing CD inwards after reaching Eject position)
Withdrawal force:300g max(remove CD)
Ejection force:50g max(movement into ejecting)
How to measure is determined on mutual discussion.
8-3-7 Noise level:
Play:

40dB or less

Search:

60dB or less

Charge/Discharge:

70dB or less

There is no objectionable noise during these operations.
As required,boundary sample shall be prepared on mutual discussion between SHINWA and
your company.
Noise level tests shall be carried out in an anechoic room with backgound noise 20dB(A)
or less.Noise shall be measured at a position 10cm distant from the front of the
mechanical section.SLOW(A)
8-3-8 防止装二重碟
Double loading protection:A disc shall be unable to be inserted as long as the preceding
disc is on the turntable.
8-3-9 Disc flaw:A visible scratch shall not be produced on a disc after 10,000 times continuous
charge and discharge action.
8-3-10 Supply voltage range:The CD mechanism shall be normally operated by SHINWA's standard
evaluation circuit which supply voltage is within 13.2V±20％.
8-4

Electric performance
Electric performance specification and inspection method are as described in the
following table:

8-5

Item

Specification

Disc/position

Measurement method

RF level
（Vp-p）

0.9 ±0．3

A-BEX TCD-784
Tr1,Tr22

Use SHINWA's circuit and Leader's jitter
meter(Model:LJM1851)

JITTER
(ns)

A-BEX TCD-784
≤30

Use SHINWA's circuit and Leader's jitter
meter(Model:LJM1851)
3T SIGMA polarity:↓

Tr1,Tr22

Special disc performance
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Item

Specification

Disc/Position

Surface swaying disc

Free of sound skip and
unusual contact sound

A-BEX TCD-732RA TR.13(±0.4mm)

Eccentric disc

Free of sound skip and
unusual contact sound

A-BEX TCD-712R TR.1,15(140μm)

*Judgement shall be made within 10 seconds after respective track starts up.
8-6

Oscillation resistive performance
No sound skip shall occur under the state of oscillation and condition as follows:
Oscillation frequency=8 to 200Hz
Attitude=horizontal
Test temperature=20℃±3℃
Type of disc used=TCD-792A,for both Tr.1,Tr.20
Test circuit and test jig=SHINWA's standard tester or the equivalent
Z=1.2G,Disc resonance point shall be 1.0G about 100Hz
However the following is the performance while using an attitude frontside up +20°
(Lateral inclination ±0°)
Z=1.0G,Disc resonance point shall be 0.8G about 100Hz

9、Reliability Test
9-1

Environmental test

9-1-1 Hig temperature resistive preservation:When a CD mechanism is kept preserved at +80℃
for 100H with power off and then left as it is at room temperature for 2H,the CD
mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal performance.
9-1-2 Low temperature resistive preservation:When a CD mechanism is kept preserved at -20℃
for 100H with power off and then left as it is at room temperature for 2H,the CD
mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal performance.
9-1-3 High-temperature and high-humidity resistive preservation:When a CD mechanism is kept
preserved at +60℃ and a relative humidity of 90% for 100H,and then left as it is at
room temperature for 24H,the CD mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal
performance.
9-1-4 Thermal shock:When a CD mechanism is kept under -30℃ for 1H,then is left as it is at
room temperature for 1M,is again kept under +80℃ for 1H,and this thermal shock is
applied 25 times to the CD mechanism,the CD mechanism shall be able to maintain
practically normal performance.
9-1-5 High-temperature resistive operating performance:When a CD mechanism is left as it is
under +70℃ for 3H and then is executed for playing action under the same environment
as before,the CD mechanism shall be normal.
9-1-6 Low-temperature resistive operating performance:When a CD mechanism is left as it is
under -20℃ for 3H and then is executed for playing action under the same environment
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as before,the CD mechanism shall be normal.
9-2

Life test

9-2-1 Continuous regenerative performance:When a CD mechanism is executed for continuous
regenerative action at room temperature for 1,000H,the CD mechanism shall be able to
maintain practically normal performance.
9-2-2 Feed durability:When feed action is applied to a CD mechanism 30,000 times at room
temperature,the CD mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal performance.
9-2-3 Continuous disc charge and discharge durability:When continuous disc charge and
discharge action is applied to a CD mechanism 10,000 times at room temperature,the CD
mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal performance.
9-3

Drop and impact test

9-3-1 Drop shock test:
When a CD mechanism is subjected to 3 shocks with 70G on each of 6 surface,the CD
mechanism shall be ble to maintain practically normal performance.
9-4

Vibration durability test:
When vibration with a frequency ranging from 10 to 200Hz and a sweep time of 15min are
applied to a CD mechanism the following times(keeping 2.5G inoperative state constant),
the CD mechanism shall be able to maintain practically normal performance.
[Z(Vertical direction):4H，X(Forward and backward direction):2H，Y(Right and left
direction):2H]

Cautions:In the above test
(1)No bedewing shall be occur.
(2)Room temperature which is designed in this specification ranges from +15°～+30°.
(3)The use of a 8cm disc with adapter cannot be warranted.
(4)The use of a 8cm disc alone without adapter cannot be warranted.
10、Control Circuit Specification
10-1

Functional specification:
The control circuit has each functional circuit for RF amplifier,servo signal processing,
digital signal processing,and D/A conversion,and also has a motor driver circuit for
charging and discharging a disc,and each servo system driving circuit.

10-2

Power supply specification
5.0V system:0.5A MAX,and 4.80 to 5.20V is supplied.
9.0V system:2.0A MAX,and 8.80 to 9.20V is supplied.

10-3

Operation, performance,and performance:

10-3-1 Access time: ≤7sec

1T→26T and 26T→1T

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-2 Output level:0.8±0.13Vrms

1KHz

TCD-784

A-BEX
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10-3-3 Frequency characteristic:0±2dB

0±2dB

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-4 Distortion factor≤0.03%

1KHz，20KHz LPF/400Hz HPF ON

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-5 Dynamic range:＞80dB

20KHz， LPF/A FIL ON

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-6 S/N ratio:＞85 dB

20Khz， LPF/A FIL ON

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-7 Interchannel separation:＞70 dB

20KHz， LPF/400Hz HPF ON

TCD-784

A-BEX

10-3-8 De-emphasis error:±2dB

5KHz/-4.53dB
TCD-784

A-BEX

16KHz/-9.04dB
10-3-9 Damaged disc playing performance:
Should be free of skip under the condition with specified or less value.
*Black dot

1.0mm

Tr.10

TCD-725B A-BEX

*Scratch

1.0mm

Tr.5

TCD-721R A-BEX

*Interruption

1.0mm

Tr.6

TCD-725B A-BEX

*Fingerprint

Φ75μm

Tr.15

TCD-725B A-BEX

#Judgement shall be made within 10 seconds after respective track starts up.
10-3-10 Electric Current Consumption:The motor current consumption is 350mA or less when disc
is loading or ejecting.
10-3-11 Loading Time：

≤8 sec
From inserting the disc to the start of 1T.
Using SHINWA's circuit,microcomputer and TCD-784 A-BEX.

10-3-12 Ejecting Time:

≤3 sec
From pressing the EJ key to the complete ejecting of the disc.
Using SHINWA's circuit,microcomputer and TCD-784 A-BEX.

11、Reliability Test Standard
The following is the standard after Reliability test and under conditions for Environmental
test(Item9-1-5,9-1-6).
Standard

Test item
Disc inserting power

≤750g

Disc extraction power

≤450g

Disc discharge power

≥20g

Play noise level

≤50dB

Search noise level

≤70dB

Charge/Discharge noise level

≤80dB

Initialization noise level

Access time

≤80dB
Z=1.0G，
(from -10℃to +60℃)
(Disc resonancepoint:0.5G)
≤10Sec.

Surface swaying disc*

TCD-732RA Tr.8(±0.3mm)

Eccentric disc*

TCD-711R Tr.1,15(70μm)

Black dot*

0.4mm

Scratch*

0.4mm

Interruption*

0.5mm

RF level

0.9±0.5Vp-p

Traverse signal level

0.5～2.0Vp-p

Oscillation resistive performance
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Jitter

≤35ns

Output level

0.8±0.28vrms

Frequency characteristic

±3dB

Distortion factor

＜0.05%

Dynamic range

＞75dB

S/N ratio

＞80dB

Interchannel separation

＞65dB

Deemphasis error

±2dB

Loading time

≤15sec

Ejecting time

≤4sec

E-F phase difference

±70deg

12、CL-C01 SET Design Caution
Please take care of the following points when you design your finished product.
12,1

Mechanical Caution

12.1.1 During playing,the mechanism floating part moves 3mm maximum in a XYZ direction.Please
pay attention to when spacing parts around the mechanism floating part.
12.1.2 When designing,please ensure there is no gap with disc entrance height position between
the CL-C01 and the finish product.
This will avoid damaging the disc.
This will also avoid increasing disc moving load while inserting and ejecting the disc.
12.1.3 Please make sure the disc guide is positioned not to touch the lever protecting double
loading in the finished product design.
12.1.4 Please design the unit to avoid resonance causing vibration etc.when fixing the CL-C01 to
the case of the finished product.And also when you install the unit into the car.
This will avoid bad oscillation resistive performance.
12.1.5 Please design the finished product to be dustproof.
This will avoid lower the pick-up sensitivity etc.
12,2

Electrical Caution

12.2.1 Please never use electrical parts over the recommended rating etc.
12.2.2 Signal of the optical pick-up is high impedance.So,especially avoid designing the optical
pick-up close to the distal signal of the microcomputer,s clock etc.
12.2.3 Please pay attention to the position of
avoid FPC to be contorted.

FPC connector when designing your servo PCB to

13、Handling of the CL-C01 Mechanism
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13,1

Please don't drop the CL-C01.

13,2

After the CL-C01 is unpacked,please don't leave the CL-C01 in dusty surroundings.
To avoid static electricity,please keep it in the packaging.

13,3

Please make sure to ground the operator's body,workbench,jib and tools,measuring equipment
in the Production,Inspection and other departments handling the CL-C01.

13,4

Please don't operate the CL-C01 in an attitude over 30°(back and forth,left and right)

13,5

Please never touch the pick-up lens.

13,6

Please don't pull the leads and the FPCs more than necessary.

13,7

Fundamentally,play is not guaranteed with a 8cm disc if an adapter is used.Please avoid
using an adapter.

13,8

Since the actuator of the OPTIMA-725C2 used a powerful magnet,the pick-up characteristics
may be subjected by a magnetic object brought into close proximity.On the bottom of the
gap between the actuator cover and the objective lens,an objective lens driving magnet is
installed,prevent the gap from catching foreign objects.

13,9

When the objective lens is fouled,the characteristics of the OPTIMA-725C2 may be degraded
(reduction of light output,for example).In such a case,clean the lens with a lint free
cotton stick or the like soaked in the cleaning liquid JCB B-4 NO.2(manufactured by Nippon
Membo) in such a manner that the delicate wires supporting the lens(bobbin) are not
disturbed.
◆Similar instructions and precautions for cleaning the objective lens should be advised
to CD player users.
◆Commercially available lens cleaners are not advisable for this purpose.

Recognition of this specifications:
Please return the recognized specifications within a month from the issued date.It is
over a month from the issed date,we will think that specifications is recognized.
Note:
(1)

In case mechanism is evaluated or inspected in use of customer's control circuit and
microcomputer,the standard and performance described in this specifications shall be
discussed separately to be mutually agreed.

(2)

The parts are subject to charge with any improvement within the range of the
specifications without prior notice.
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